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Turning it over…..
As most of you know, one of our favorite things is to participate in the NW
Flower and Garden Show with our State Landscaping Association, WALP. This
year we combined forces with the State Nursery Association, WSNLA and
knocked it out of the park with our collaborative garden. What a great
experience and since we were able to take a back seat and just help out
where needed it was a lot less stressful than in prior years. And pure magic
that it won just about every award, including the coveted Founder’s Cup!
Kudos to Rob Boyker and Kirsten Lints who led the charge for both Associations.
(below; two views of the WALP/WSNLA garden, Natures Studio and left; us with 7 Awards won)

”Strive not to be a success, but
rather to be of value.
~Albert Einstein

“When I let go of what I am, I
become what I might be..”
~Lao Tzu

“Continuous effort – not strength
or intelligence – is the key to
unlocking our potential.”
~Winston Churchill

March Fun Facts….

What’s Growing on…

Although spring doesn’t actually start until
20th, March is known as the month for new
beginnings, new life, spring, resurrection and
fertility. The phrase, Mad like a March hare
refers to the unpredictable manner and
overly excitable antics of hares during their
breeding season. The phrase, March comes
in like a lion and goes out like a lamb refers
to the wild and unpredictable winter
weather still occurring early in the month
and the milder, warmer days of spring by
the end of the month. World Water Day is
held on the 22nd and reminds me how
precious a resource we have and to always
conserve. The least known celebration
happens on the 14th - Save a Spider Day .

Jeff and I will be presenting our
experience with Alternative Fuels for DOE
funded Cascadia Consulting. We are
leading the charge to reducing our
carbon footprint (and noise pollution) in
the landscaping industry.
We are back to weekly maintenance
starting on Monday, March, 3rd. If you are
interested in any lawn renovations, mulch,
hardscapes including patios, water
features, fire-pits or other landscaping
projects, please know our calendar starts
to get backed up this time of year. So
plan to call soon for any spring projects.
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